October 20, 2020

RE: Support Speaker Pelosi’s Efforts to Secure Relief for All Americans

Dear Representative:

We implore every member of Congress to engage in supporting Speaker Pelosi’s efforts to secure desperately needed relief for the American public in the middle of the worst crisis our country has faced in over 100 years. Setting a deadline of midnight tonight for an agreed COVID-19 relief bill framework was a strong signal to our union that she knows we can get this done if we focus, pull together, and leave nothing to chance.

Now is the time. There is no retroactivity that Congress can apply to the human toll caused by delayed relief. People are losing their homes right now; falling ill and unable to get another job without access to routine medical care that keeps chronic illness at bay and allows them to otherwise live a normal life; moving their children and all the belongings they can fit into their cars and trying to survive as single parents or two parents out of work. We won’t be able to retroactively restore the lives taken as the despair becomes too great. These are the very real scenarios of Flight Attendants we represent, and we can lift up their stories through our union. Millions of Americans have no one to speak up for them, but we know the good job deficit and wage crisis in our country means most of them can’t afford an unexpected $400 bill let alone the cost of COBRA insurance or one month’s rent payment. There is no way to retroactively restore the harm that will come to a family over the coming weeks, or God forbid months if not secured before this election.

In the airline industry, we crafted a solution that was #WorkersFirst and we had the power to do this with 80% union density. Chairman DeFazio and Speaker Pelosi insisted the industry work with our unions on any relief plan and we insisted that our program not be just another bailout for a corporation. Instead, we created a jobs and infrastructure plan with the Payroll Support Program. In March, as the industry lost 97% of demand overnight, our program covered 70% of the payroll and included strict requirements on the airlines to keep jobs and infrastructure in place. The airlines could not involuntarily furlough any workers, cut hourly rates, or cut service to communities. We also capped executive pay and banned stock buybacks and dividends.

On October 1, the requirements of our Payroll Support Program (PSP) expired and mass furloughs began along with service cuts to our communities. This further slows the mail, delivery of prescription drugs, and deserts communities with the lowest passenger demand. As the pandemic rages on and no requirements of PSP in place, we expect more job and service cuts in the coming months as well. The one program that served as the best model for relief, and which has overwhelming bipartisan support, is no longer in place. Our jobs and the four additional jobs we directly support in the economy are on the line. We are no longer helping with the recovery; we are adding to the harm felt by people across the country.

Inaction is simply not an option when we can keep people in their homes, lock in enhanced unemployment, direct checks, support for jobs and services we count on in our cities, and our small businesses. We urge you to secure as much relief as possible before this election, so we are strong enough to live to fight another day.

In Solidarity,

Sara Nelson
International President